


 In the evening, his mother Souhila takes a nap. 

B- Mastery Language(7pts) 

Activity 1:supply(+)punctuation(.?)and capital letters(A.B.C)where 

necessary.(1 pt) 

 what is your job      ................................................................... 

Activity 2:spot() the mistakes(x) and correct() them.(1 pt)  

 My mother Souhila go to bed at 10:00 p.m. 

 ............................................................................................ 
Activity 3 :put the verbs between brackets in the correct 

form.(3pts) 

       My mother Houria (to do) ............... many housechores.She (to 

wash) ................... dishes and She (to vaccum) 

......................the floor and the roof. 

Activity 4: classify the words according to their final”s”sound 

(2pts) 

                               prays – brushes – takes – does 

 

 

 

C- Situation of Integration (6pts) 
   Context: Othmane is waiting for your answer about your mother’s daily 

activities. 

   Task: send Othmane an e-mail.  
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A-Reading Comprehension(7pts) 
   Activity 1 :read the text and fill in the table with mother’s daily 

activites. (5pts) 

   Activity 2:read the text and answer with “True”,”False” or “Not 

Mentioned”. (2pts) 

In the morning In the afternoon 

She gets up at 6:00 a.m/She ablutes 

/she prays / she wakes me up at 7:30 

a.m/ She has breakfast with me / She 

does housechores  / she prepares 

lunch 

she has lunch at 02:00 p.m / 

she takes a nap/ she has afternoon 

tea with me 

 

 

In the evening At night 

She studies with me/she watches T.V 

/she prepares dinner 

she has dinner/She prays / she goes 

to bed at 10:00 p.m 

From 

To 

Subject 

othmane.makhzour@gmail.com 

abdulfattah.assouli@gmail.com 

My Mother’s Daily Activities 

!  

Dear Abdulfattah 

Hello, I am Othmane MAKHZOUR. I’m also a pupil at middle 

school. My mother has many daily activities .She is very 

busy.  

      Everyday in the morning, my mother Souhila gets up 

at 6:00 a.m.She ablutes ,she prays and she wakes me up at 

7:30 a.m.Then, She has breakfast with me . She does 

housechores  and she prepares lunch.In the afternoon, she has 

lunch at 02:00 p.m . 

She takes a nap.Later, she has afternoon tea  with me .In the 

evening , She studies with me. After that ,she watches T.V 

and she prepares dinner.At night, she has dinner.She prays 

and she goes to bed at 10:00 p.m. 

True 



 Othmane is a pupil at middle school.                    (0.5 pt) 

 Bilal is 14 years old.                                     (0.5 pt) 

 Othmane’s mother gets up at 7:30 a.m.                                    (0.5 pt) 

 In the evening, his mother Souhila takes a nap.                              

(0.5 pt) 

B- Mastery Language(7pts) 

Activity 1:supply(+)punctuation(.?)and capital letters(A.B.C)where 

necessary.(1 pt) 

 what is your job      (0.5 pt) What is your job? (0.5 pt)      

Activity 2:spot() the mistakes(x) and correct() them.(1 pt)  

 My mother Souhila go to bed at 10:00 p.m. 
 My mother Souhila goes (1 pt) to bed at 10:00 p.m. 

Activity 3 :put the verbs between brackets in the correct 

form.(3pts) 

       My mother Houria (to do) does (1 pt)  many housechores.She (to 

wash) washes(1 pt) dishes and She (to vaccum) vaccums(1 pt) the floor and 

the roof. 

Activity 4: classify the words according to their final”s”sound 

(2pts) 

                               prays – brushes – takes – does 

 

 

 

C- Situation of Integration (6pts) 
   Context: Othmane is waiting for your answer about your mother’s daily 

activities. 

   Task: send Othmane an e-mail.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/s/ /z/ /iz/ 
takes (0.5 pt)      

 

(0.5 pt)does   

(0.5 pt)prays 

(0.5 pt)brushes 

From 

To 

Subject 

abdelmalek@gmail.com 

othmane@gmail.com 

My Mother’s Daily Activities 

 

Not Mentioned 

False 

 

False 




